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Linguists have often focused on the nature of [+ palatal] consonants in Russian and other 

languages. However, the palatal feature [1] does not capture all the complexity of a palatal 

articulation and does not take into account the diversity of consonantal realizations associated 

with this phonological feature. While several studies suggest articulatory and acoustic 

differences between these two types of consonants [2] [3], the difference between palatal and 

palatalized consonants is not accounted for by this feature. According to [4] [5] or [6], palatal 

and palatalized consonants are complex. However, according to [7], if these two types are 

considered to be complex articulations, their description in terms of features would then include 

two nodes (i.e. Coronal and Dorsal), indicating that the production of these consonants involves 

two articulatory gestures (front and back parts of the tongue) and therefore, two separate motor 

controls. Moreover, [7] suggested, from an experimental study, that palatals are simple 

articulations, unlike palatalized, the latter being articulated from a superposition of two 

articulatory gestures, i.e. initial and secondary. According to [7], these consonants should not 

be described in terms of the same set of features. 

Exploring articulatory data allows us to retrieve information on tongue gesture variation 

involved in the realization of the Russian consonants /tʲ ʧ ʃ ʃʲ:/, thus attempting to fill the gap 

between their phonetic surface-form and their phonological description. The data were acquired 

from nine native speakers using the Carstens EMA AG 200 system. We analyzed the variation 

of spatial and temporal patterns of tongue configurations according to the following factors: 

speaker, stress and position in the syllable. The results suggest a wide range of realizations and 

lead us to question what pattern should be considered in phonological representations. For 

example, in the /t/~/tʲ/ contrast, [5] and [6] propose the high feature to describe the tongue 

dorsum position in a secondary palatal articulation, while our results indicate a raising of the 

mid-dorsum coil but no vertical displacement for the post-dorsum coil (fig. 1). Moreover, figure 

2 shows no difference in tongue dorsum position between /ʃ/ vs /ʃʲ:/, but rather differences in 

the position of the anterior part of the tongue (tip and/or blade).  

Although in phonological theories, palatalization is described as the result of an assimilation 

process ([1] [6] [8] [9]), the authors differ in the descriptions of the phenomenon. Our 

experimental results allow us to discuss some theoretical propositions of multilinear phonology. 

We attempt here to describe the palatalized consonants of Russian based on the Element Theory 

[10]. ET seems to be more adapted to take into account the variability observed in our data. We 

propose to represent the anterior coronal /t/ by the |A| element for the coronal resonance, by the 

|H| element for the voiceless feature and by the occlusive element |Ɂ|. As suggested by our 

experimental results, the palatalized /tʲ/ is complex and marked because its internal structure 

includes headed |I̲| in addition to elements |A H Ɂ| and is as follows |A I̲ H Ɂ|. Why is the I̲ 

element chosen? In Russian, /i/ is realized as [i] after a palatalized consonant and as [ɨ] after a 

non-palatalized. [i] and [ɨ] are therefore in complementary distribution: [mʲil] vs [mɨl], [lʲis] vs 

[lɨs], [dʲim] vs [dɨm], [sʲir] vs [sɨr], [pʲil] vs [pɨl]. Russian vowels are influenced by the consonant 

on the left. For vowel /i/ would surface as [i], headed |I̲| of the consonant protects |I̲| of the 

vowel. On the other hand, /i/ is realized as [ɨ] after a non-palatalized consonant. The surface 

realization of [ɨ] contains |U|. This element is quite legitimate because according to [11] [12], 

non-palatalized consonants are in fact velarized in Russian. In this case, their internal structure 

would include the |U| element. Thus, /i/> [ɨ]/C_ with the propagation of |U| from the velarized 

consonant [tˠ] to the vowel. 

Our multi-speaker study deals with the complexity of both palatal and palatalized realizations 

taking into account their variability. The aim was to describe and understand articulatory 



properties of these consonants in relation to the acoustic realizations and the corresponding 

acoustic cues allowing their distinction within a phonological system. ET allows us to make 

hypotheses about what acoustic cues are recoverable for their identification in communication. 

An acoustic study is in progress and will be presented during the workshop. They will highlight 

relationship between tongue gestures and specific resonances of palatals and palatalized 

consonants.  

 
Figure 1: The tracing of the palate and the positioning of EMA sensors at the moment of maximum tip position 

(target of the apical consonant): IM speaker (left), MT speaker (middle) and MK speaker (right) in the minimal 

pair /tuk/~/tʲuk/. The thick line shows the palate contour. 

 

 
Figure 2: The tracing of the palate and the positioning of EMA sensors at the moment of maximum tip position 

(target of the apical consonant): MT, KB, IM and IH speakers in /ʃov/ (top) vs /ʃʲ:elʲ/ (bottom). The thick line 

shows the palate contour. 
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